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Featured Application: Fuel target supply to high repetition rate laser facilities including inertial
confinement fusion power plant.

Abstract: The paper presents the results of mathematical and experimental modeling of in-line
production of inertial fusion energy (IFE) targets of a reactor-scaled design. The technical approach is
the free-standing target (FST) layering method in line-moving spherical shells. This includes each
step of the fabrication and injection processes in the FST transmission line (FST-TL) considered as a
potential solution of the problem of mass target manufacturing. Finely, we discuss the development
strategy of the FST-TL creation seeking to develop commercial power production based on laser IFE.
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1. Introduction

In the frame of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) project (IAEA CRP F13016), one of
the specific objectives was to define options for fuel target material choice and mass manufacturing
methods, requirements, development pathways and potential solutions [1]. In this paper we identify
the principle challenges associated with progression from single shot to high repetition rate operation
with regard to manufacturing methods of a cryogenic fuel target (everywhere further—target) for
laser IFE.

A fusion power plant will consume as many as one million targets per day. Therefore, the
free-standing target transmission line (FST-TL) is an integral part of any IFE reactor. Hereupon,
methodologies of the fabrication and injection processes must be applicable to mass-production
layering at low cost.

To meet the above requirements, the LPI has proposed to use line-moving and free-standing
targets to develop a scientific and technological base for repeatable target supply at the laser focus [2–5].
Precisely moving targets co-operate all production steps in the FST-TL that is considered as a potential
solution of mass-production layering and noncontact target delivery in pulsed, repetitively cycled
IFE systems. This approach includes also the development of nano-layering technologies, which
supports the fuel layer survivability under target injection and transport through the reactor chamber
(everywhere further—FST layering method) [6–8].

The target production area includes high-precision technologies for target fabrication, injection
and tracking. These technologies are currently an important research stage in the leading laboratories
of the world [9–18]. Target compression and ignition is regarded as a major challenge to the IFE
community. In addition, to maintain an acceptable tritium inventory, it is needed the development
of reasonably fast layering techniques. An overview of various fuel layering methods is given in
Reference [2,19].

A traditional approach is based on the following concept: targets for laser experiments are filled
by permeation, and a uniform D−T ice layer (molecular composition: 25% of D2, 50% of DT molecules,
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and 25% of T2) is formed by “beta layering” method [19–21]. This method involves crystallization
from a single seed crystal in the fixed target. The process takes place in the anisotropic hydrogen
isotopes with extremely slow cooling (q ~ 3·10−5 K/s) and precise temperature control (<100 µK) for
obtaining cryogenic layers like a single crystal. Long-run beta-layering process at very strict isothermal
conditions requires ~24 h for one attempt. But routine practice is between 1 and 4 attempts, or even
6 attempts [20,21] which generally require several days or a week. The beta-layering method can
form a spherical fuel layer in the uniform thermal environment, but the ability of the D−T targets to
withstand acceleration during injection is a key issue in terms of surface perturbation growth in the
anisotropic layers under thermal and mechanical loads. Such layers also do not contribute to avoiding
the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities during implosion that decreases the odds for achieving ignition [22].
Moreover, this method is not efficient for repetitively cycled schedule of the target fabrication and
injection because the target must be precisely located in the reaction chamber under precise temperature
control. We emphasize that even in the single-shot laser experiments an important role for achieving
ignition (apart from anisotropic layers) can play some other factors, such as effect of the target support
on ice-layer quality, cryogenic shroud retraction, vibration control, target alignment, etc. As noted in
Reference [9,13], the beta-layering targets currently cost thousands of dollars apiece; thereby, over the
next several years, the focus of the target layering should be on the isotropic fuel structure formation
within moving targets to meet the requirements of implosion physics. This places significant onus on
the IFE laboratories in the area of new layering methods development.

At the Lebedev Physical Institute (LPI) the researches focus on the extension of the FST layering
method (cooling rates q = 1 − 50 K/s) on large cryogenic targets to form isotropic ultrafine solid fuel.
Our philosophy in conceptualizing the in-line target production is based on the FST layering method
to generate a dynamical symmetrization of the liquid fuel within moving targets (instead of solid fuel
redistribution inherent in the traditional approach for motionless targets [19]). During FST layering,
two processes are mostly responsible for maintaining a fast fuel layer formation (Figure 1):

• Firstly, the target rotation when it rolls down along the layering channel (LC) (n-fold-spirals at
n = 1, 2, 3) results in a liquid layer symmetrization;

• Secondly, the heat-transport outside the target via the conduction through a small contact area
between the shell wall and the LC wall. The spiral LC is a special insert into the cryostat, and it is
cooled outside by helium. A contact spot moving along the outer surface of the rotating target
results in a liquid layer freezing.

For all these reasons, the FST layering method is a promising candidate for development of the
FST-TL at a high repetitively cycled capability intended for mass manufacturing of low cost IFE targets.
As a result of long-term research effort, the LPI gained a unique experience in the development of
the FST layering module (FST-LM) for target fabrication with an isotropic ultrafine fuel layer inside
polymer (CH) shells of 1-to-2-mm diameter. Below, we discuss the FST-LM development of the
next-generation for targets over 2 mm in diameter.
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Figure 1. Free-standing target (FST)-layering setup. In (a): general view; in (b): FST-layering
module (LM)—target transport is injection between the basic units: shell container (SC)—layering
channel (LC)—test chamber (TC)); in (c): (vapor (1) − liquid (2)) interface behavior in 1-mm CH -shell
(P = 765 atm of H2 at 300 K); in (d): LC as a part of the insert into the cryostat.

2. Modeling Results

2.1. FST-Layering Method for Classical High Gain Targets

Among the reactor-scale targets is a classical high gain target (CHGT-1) with the following
parameters [23]: it is a 4-mm diameter CH shell with a 45-µm thick wall, the cryogenic layer thickness
is 200 µm. For the CHGT-1, in our previous work we calculated the value of τform for different initial
target temperatures Tin [6] (Table 1).

Table 1. FST layering time for classical high gain target (CHGT-1).

CHGT-1 Design
τform

Tin = 37 K Tin = 27 K

1 CH shell without overcoat 227.5 c 149.0 c

2 Gold-coated CH shell 13.65 c 8.94 c

Another example of a classical high gain target (CHGT-2) was proposed in Reference [24]. The
target consists of four parts: a gold-coated CH shell, a D−T filled CH foam ablator, a layer of pure solid
D−T fuel, and a D−T vapor cavity. We use this CHGT-2 to examine issues affecting the possibility of
its fabrication by the FST layering method taking into account that it has a very thin CH shell (1 µm)
compared with CHGT-1 (45 µm).

The CHGT-2 specifications are given in Table 2, where Di and D0 are the inner and the outer
diameters of each layer, and ∆l and ρl are the layer thickness and density, respectively. A thin CH layer
has a gold overcoat (0.03 µm) to withstand the thermal chamber environment.
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Table 2. CHGT-2 specifications.

Material Di (µm) ∆l (µm) D0 (µm) ρl (g/cm3)

D−T (vapor) 0 3000 3000 0.3·10−3

D−T (solid) 3000 190 3380 0.25

CH (DT)64 3380 261 3902 0.25775

CH layer 3902 1 3904 1.07

The program on CHGT-2 modeling includes the computation of the FST layering time and the LC
specifications, such as: number of spirals, inclination angle of the spiral, total length of the spiral, the
spiral diameter, and number of turns. The obtained results will allow one to calculate the baseline
parameters necessary at designing of the FST-LM as a means of high-gain direct-drive target production.

For a better understanding of the time-integral performance (TIP) criterion under the FST-LM
operation, we emphasize that the LC must have a well-defined geometry to satisfy the condition:

Target is formed in the LC if τform ≤ τres, (1)

where τform is the layering time, and τres is the time of target residence in the LC. Since a liquid sagged
fuel is the initial state before the FST layering (Figure 1c), then for dynamical fuel symmetrization in
a batch of rolling targets the time of liquid phase existence, τliquid, is a key parameter and must be
sufficient for layer symmetrization. This depends on the temperature Tin of the target entry into the
LC and on the temperature distribution along the LC, i.e., the temperature profiling procedure can
play an important role for successful FST layering.

Generally, one can view the target motion in the following rolling conditions:

• Target slides on the LC surface (no rotation: sliding and only sliding or pure S&S-mode);
• Target combines rolling with sliding (rolling with sliding or mixed R&S-mode);
• Target rolls on the LC surface without sliding (rolling and only rolling or pure R&R-mode).

A key problem of our investigations is that it is necessary to realize only the R&R-mode to avoid
the outer shell roughening and to achieve the fuel layer uniformity. Therefore, the TIP criterion can be
written in the following type (τrol is the time of pure target rolling):

τform ≤ τres = τrol. (2)

Thus, determination of the rolling conditions is one of the main problem, which influences
the choice of the FST-LM operation including simplifying the physics design and modifying the
specifications. First of all we should to determine the spiral angles α for realizing the pure target
rolling (R&R-mode).

Consider a cylindrical spiral of radius R0. In each point of the spiral the tangent makes a constant
angle αwith the horizontal. Let a spherical target of radius R and mass m is moving with a velocity
V (t) along the spiral LC. Then the system of equations in accordance with Newton’s second law of
motion has the following form:

dV/dt = gsinα − Ff/m, (3)

(J/R)dω/dt = Ff − kr, (4)

where g is the free fall acceleration, J and ω are the moment of the target inertia and the angular
velocity of its rotation, Ff is the friction force, N is the reaction of support from the LC wall, and kr is
the rolling friction. If the target rolls without sliding the linear and angular velocities are related by
equation of rolling

V =ωR. (5)
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Excluding the friction force from Equation (3), we obtain the rolling equation:

(1+ζ)dV/dt = gsinα − krN/m, ζ = J/(mR2). (6)

Besides, there is the conditional relation that should be maintained for the accelerated target to be
in pure rolling:

Ff ≤ Fmax = ksN, N = mcosα{g2 + (V4cos2α)/R2}0.5, (7)

where ks is the sliding friction. The second component under the root is the square of the centripetal
acceleration. Solving together Equations (6) and (7), we obtain the working range ∆α, which is given
by two inequalities:

kr = tgαmin < tgα < tgαmax = {(1+ζ)ks − kr}/ζ. (8)

The next step is modeling of the CHGT-2 layering. We used a simulation code based on solving
the Stephen’s problem [25,26]. Using the data in Table 2 and the data on the fuel heat capacity and
conductivity [19], we got the following values:

— Tin = Ts ~ 35 K: τform = 22.45 s for D2 fuel and τform = 28.52 s for D−T fuel,
— Tin = Td ~ 28 K: τform = 12.05 s for D2 fuel and τform = 14.25 s for D−T fuel,

where Ts is the temperature of fuel separation into the liquid and gaseous phases, and Td is the
depressurization temperature at which the excess gas is removed from the SC. Note that depending on
the shell strength Td can be ~ Ts.

The final step is the computation a set of the optimization parameters related to the LC geometry
to maintain the process of the CHGT-2 fabrication by the FST layering method. Using (8), we have
found that the CHGT-2 can be fabricated in the FST-LM by using a double-spiral LC that is confirmed
by the experimental modeling with pilot LC mockups. The obtained results are presented below.

1. Double-spiral LC:

• Specifications (baseline design: Spiral 1 + Spiral 2): angle of each spiral − α = 11.50, radius of
each spiral − 21 mm, height of each spiral − 450 mm, length of each spiral − 2.261 m, total spiral
length − 4.52 m, total time of target rolling − 23.49 s;

• Tin ~ Td→ the double-spiral LC specifications are those at which the TIP criterion (2) is valid for
both D2 and D−T fuel;

• Tin ~ Ts→ the TIP criterion is valid for D2 fuel;
• Tin ~ Ts→ the TIP criterion is not valid for D−T fuel.

Nevertheless, the double-spiral LC can work in the latter case, as well, because the length of Spiral
2 can be extended on ~2 m to meet the TIP criterion (Figure 2). Generally, this approach is workable
for any spiral LC because several interchangeable spirals with different parameters can be joined to a
baseline LC that depends on the experimental goals.
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Figure 2. Test mockup of a double-spiral LC with an extra working spiral having a different
inclination angle.

For the CHGT-2 we have considered a three-fold-spiral LC, as well. The obtained results are
presented below.

2. Tree-fold-spiral LC:
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• Specifications #1 (baseline design: Spiral 1 + Spiral 2 + Spiral 3): angle of each spiral − α = 16.70,
radius of each spiral − 21 mm, height of each spiral − 88 cm, length of each spiral − 3.066 m, total
spiral length − 9.187 m, total time of target rolling − 33.29 s;

• Specifications #2 (Specifications #1 + Spiral 4). Spiral 4: angle − α = 30, radius − 21 mm, height −
10.8 cm, length − 2.070 m, total length of Spiral 3 and Spiral 4 − 5.136 m. Other words, this 3-fold
LC is designed in a special configuration with an extra short Spiral 4 (combined LC).

The modeling has shown that, in ~5 s after a start, the target motion is carried out with a constant
velocity Vmax = 0.3 m/s. The total rolling time for Specifications #1 is 33.29 s. Thus, we can realize the
rolling conditions for the CHGT-2 and satisfy the TIP criterion in the case of 3-fold-spiral LC, even
with a certain time margin.

Note also that the proposed 3-fold-spiral LC (Specifications #1) can have an extra spiral
(Specifications #2) so that two spirals “Spiral 3 + Spiral 4” make a combined LC in which the
Spiral 4 parameters differ considerably from those of Spiral 3. Such combined LC consists of these
spirals assembled one after another: “acceleration Spiral 3 + deceleration Spiral 4” for controlling the
target velocity at the output. For example, in our case, it will take no more than 1.5 s at α = 30 to zero
the target velocity. The obtained results are summarized in Table 3 in which τ2rol and τ3rol are the
rolling times for the double-spiral LC and for the tree-fold-spiral LC, respectively.

Table 3. FST layering for both D2 and D−T.

D2 Fuel

Calculation Experiment

Tin τform τ2rol τ2rol

35.0 K 22.45 s
23.49 s 23.5 s (min)

27.5 K 12.05 s

D−T Fuel

Calculation Experiment

Tin τform τ3rol τ3rol

37.5 K 28.52 s 33.29 s 35 s (min)
28.0 K 14.25 s 34.79 s

A few comments should be made regarding the gold-coated CH shell. In this case for both D2 and
D−T fuel the layering time τform < 0.5 s. This means that in order to have a uniform layer, a temperature
profiling along the LC becomes a necessary condition for increase in time of τrol at temperatures more
than the triple point one. In this case Tin can be ~21 K as the hydrogen isotope vapor pressures near
the triple point determine the minimum operating pressures (do not exceed 0.2 atm [19]) that allows
one to consider an injection filling procedure. Filling of the CH shells with a cryogenic liquid fuel is
suitable for the FST layering method because the fuel in the shell directly before the layering has a
two-phase state “Liquid + Vapor” (Figure 1c).

Thus, in the IFE, the FST layering is a credible pathway to a reliable, consistent, and economical
target supply. Currently, our studies on the creation of FST-LM lie in the field of compatibility of its
work with a noncontact method for delivering targets to the reactor.

2.2. Noncontact Accelerating of a Target

Creation of a delivery system based on noncontact positioning and transport of IFE targets
represents one of the major tasks in the IFE research program. The purpose is to maintain a fuel
layer quality during the target acceleration and injection at the laser focus. The ability of the target
to withstand acceleration during its transport and injection is a key issue in the design of the target
delivery system. The stringent requirements to the delivery process are as follows [13,27]: targets
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should have a temperature of not higher than 18.3 K; the overloads during its acceleration in the
injector can be a = 500−1000g (but there is a desired acceleration limit a <500g in order to significantly
reduce risks of the target damage due to mechanical overloads arising in the process of its acceleration;
targets must be accelerated to high injection velocities (200−400 m/s) to withstand the reaction chamber
environment. Therefore, the target acceleration is carried out in a special capsule—target carrier or
sabot, which transmits a momentum of motion to the target.

The LPI program includes much development work on creation of different designs of the hybrid
accelerators for IFE target transport with levitation. One of the main directions is an electromagnetic
accelerator (EM-AC) + PMG-System, where PMG is the permanent magnet guideway. The operational
principle is based on a quantum levitation of type-II, high temperature superconductors (HTSC) in the
magnetic field. The target temperature (T = 18.3 K) excludes the use of type-I superconductors as they
have the critical temperature Tc < 10 K, i.e., their heating above 10 K destroys their superconductivity.
At the current research stage, the concept development of a hybrid accelerator «EM-AC + PMG»
is complete and proof-of-principle experiments in the mutually normal magnetic fields are carried
out. The proposed accelerator is a combination of the acceleration system (field coils generating
the traveling magnetic waves) and the levitation system (PMG including a magnetic track). The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. The PMG consists of 6 rectangular permanent magnets, and
two in the middle were covered with a ferromagnetic plate. Along the magnetic track (or acceleration
length) the magnetic field is constant (B = 0.33 T onto the permanent magnet surface), which allows
the HTSC-Sabot to move with no energy loss. Normal to the acceleration length, the magnet poles
are aligned anti-parallel to each other N-S-N (Figure 3a) that produces a considerably strong gradient
along the width of the magnetic track. This gradient prevents the motion of the HTSC-Sabots, and they
remain located in the transverse direction (Y-axis in the rectangular coordinate system XYZ).
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Figure 3. Noncontact acceleration setup. In (a,b): permanent magnet guideway (PMG)-system
dimensions (as a whole, it lies on a ferromagnetic substrate); in (c): a top view of the mutual
arrangement of the field coil (1) and the PMG-system (2) of two magnets covered with a ferromagnetic
plate; in (d): a starting location of the high temperature superconductors (HTSC)-Sabot (3), just before
the acceleration, with the directions of the levitation force (vector B2 in parallel to the Z-axis) and of the
driving force (vector B1 in parallel to the X-axis), as well as along the acceleration length (X-axis).

In our experiments, the HTSC materials are superconducting ceramics based on YBa2Cu3O7−x

(or Y123) [28] and superconducting tapes of the second generation based on GdBa2Cu3O7−x (or
Gd123) [29]. These HTSC materials have practically the same values of the critical temperature (Tc)
and critical magnetic field (Bc), but they differ from each other in terms of their densities (Table 4) and
the magnetic susceptibility (for Y123 (|χ| = 2.5·10−3 [28]) and for Gd123 (|χ| = 4.5·10−4 [29]). Recall that
the phenomenon of superconductivity exists only below the values of Bc and Tc [30].
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Table 4. Parameters of the HTSC-materials [28,29].

HTSC Type Density (g/cm3) Bc at 0 K (T) Tc (K)

Y123 ρ = 4.33 >45 T 91

Gd123 ρ = 3.25 >45 T 92

The experimental setup (Figure 3) operates based on the following effects: the levitation of the
HTSC-Sabot is due to the Meissner effect, and the stability of levitation over the PMG system is ensured
by vortex pinning [30]. The experiments were made in the mutually normal magnetic fields: the first is
B1 (from the field coil to move the HTSC-Sabot) directed along the acceleration length, and the second
is B2 (from the permanent magnets to counteract the gravity) directed normally to the acceleration
length (Figure 3c). The PMG-system was optimized in order to achieve simultaneously large levitation
forces and stability of the levitation after small perturbations (Figure 3a–c). Figure 3d shows a starting
location of the HTSC-Sabot (3) just before the acceleration.

A key feature of the proposed PMG-system is that it has a simple arrangement. It is assembled
from several individual magnets that allows it to be extended to any required acceleration length and
create multi-stage accelerators. We start with a simple case. Figure 4 demonstrates the work of a
one-stage accelerator.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x 8 of 17 
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Figure 4. One-stage accelerator: magnetic acceleration of the levitating HTSC-Sabot from Gd123. In
(a): results of proof-of-principle (POP) experiments: HTSC-sabot (≤30 mm) levitates over the linear
PMG-system (~30 cm); in (b,c): the HTSC-Sabot looks like it is attached to a magnetic track.

The HTSC-Sabot obtains a velocity of 1 m/s (Figure 4a) and keeps it over the whole acceleration
length (22.5 cm, see Figure 3c). The vertical and horizontal levitating drift is not observed (Figure 4b,4c).
The levitation height is ~3 mm. A set of control experiments has shown that the HTSCs can be
successfully used to maintain a friction-free motion of the HTSC-Sabot over the PMG. Besides, they
can provide a required stability of the levitation height over the whole acceleration length due
to a flux pinning effect [30] inherent in the interaction between a Type-II superconductor and a
permanent magnet.

Technologically, the obtained results allow a convenient spacing of the multiple coils (also
called a multiple-stages accelerator) and lead to realizing very high velocities of the HTSC-Sabot. In
Reference [5], we have reported that, using the MgB2-superconducting coils [31] as a driving body, it
is possible to achieve the required velocity Vinj = 200 m/s without exceeding the acceleration limits
(a = 400g < 500g), as well as the injector requirement of ~5 m in length. It operates at a very low
temperature (~18 K) allowing no heat energy to be passed into the target from the accelerating medium.
For future IFE power plants, the injection velocities of Vinj > 200 m/s can be easily achieved because
the combination of “EM-AC + PMG-System” successfully works as a multiple-stages accelerator.

Therefore, our next step is the development of a multiple-stages accelerator. Below we propose a
first version of such accelerator (Figure 5). Superconducting sabot includes several HTSC components
(Figure 5a). It comprises not only the accelerating HTSC-coils but also the HTSC-plates for providing
its stable levitation along the magnetic track (Figure 5b). During acceleration, the diameter of the
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barrel exceeds the diameter of the HTSC-Sabot (Figure 5c), allowing it to protect the target against the
thermal damage and to reduce the risks from wedging of the sabot in the injector guiding tube.
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Figure 5. Multiple-stages accelerator for noncontact target transport: (a): HTSC-Sabot, which includes
1—polymer matrix, 2—HTSC-coils (MgB2-driving body), 3—HTSC-plates, 4—target, 5—shield or
cover to protect the injected target from a head wind of a residual gas in the reaction chamber; (b):
levitation of an HTSC-Sabot mockup ( made from the Gd123-tapes) over the linear PMG-system at 80 K
(magnetic field is equal to 0.33 T on the permanent magnet surface); (c): schematic of the multiple-stages
accelerator, which includes 6—HTSC-Sabot, 7—coil, 8—guiding bore, 9—magnetic track, 10—key to
run a traveling magnetic wave, 11—capacitor, 12, 13—optocoupler.

Note also that the sequence of field coils loaded on the corresponding capacitance is a line with
lumped parameters. From the point of view of the relative position of the accelerating traveling
pulse and magnetic dipole (in our case HTSC-Sabot), steady is only the case when an impulse pushes
(rather than pulls) a magnetic dipole. This means that the phase (longitudinal) stability is on the
front slope of the traveling impulse. Such a technique is called the principle of auto phasing [32] and
corresponds to the case of using superconducting materials in the manufacture of the target carriers as
they HTSC-Sabot are pushed out from the area of a stronger magnetic field [30].

3. FST-TL Key Elements and Their Functional Description

The free-standing targets are an indispensable requirement for any IFE power plant for continuous
target layering and their repeatable injection to the reaction chamber. In other words, targets must
remain un-mounted in each production step, and in the IFE experiments, they will be fed directly from
the FST-LM to the assembly module with HTSC-Sabots.

3.1. FST Layering Module

Our previous results, as well as the expert analysis carried out in the frame of IAEA CRP 13016
(under the IAEA contract No. 20344 [27]), have shown that the proposed FST-LM (see Figure 1) can
meets the requirements for CHGT-2 fabrication.

The construction of the FST-LM is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The FST-LM construction: (A) Protection-sluice module, which serves to accommodate
the shell container (SC); (B) Layering channel (LC); (C) Test chamber (TC). 1—cryostat housing,
2—nitrogen vessel, 3—thermal shield, 4—helium vessel, 5—well, 6—internal cavities of the insert,
7—liquid-nitrogen transmission line, 8—PSM, 9—place of the SC disposal in PSM, 10—LC, 11—target
collector, 12—insert into the helium cryostat well, 13—cryostat neck, 14—traction valve, 15—He-gas
output, 16—heat exchanger, and 17—tube space.

The protective-sluice module (Figure 6, item A) serves to accommodate the SC. The LC is made in
the form of a tubular spiral (Figure 6, item B), and the outer surface of which is carefully polished and
covered with a multilayer screen made of a mylar film to further reduce a degree of the surface blackness.

3.2. FST-Projectile Assembly Module

Before the acceleration and injection stages, the free-standing targets must be mounted in a special
module in the form “HTSC-Sabot + Target + Cover” (everywhere further—FST-Projectile). Each step
of the assembly process will be operated at significant rates. Several remarks should be made here.
In the FST-Projectile, the HTSC-Sabot plays a major role allowing for: (a) to transmit effectively an
acceleration pulse to the target, and (b) to protect the target from damage during the acceleration
process. An important characteristic of its design is the shape of a target nest. Our study has shown
that the shape of the target nest allows one to significantly increase the upper limit of the allowable
mechanical overloads on the target and to minimize the injector dimensions. In optimal case the sabot
nest should have a conical shape with the angle of 870 [4]. A chart of the HTSC-Sabot with the target
placed in the conical nest and the cover is shown in Figure 5a.

The FST-projectile assembly module is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Repeatable assembly of the FST-projectile for safe noncontact delivery of the free-standing
targets at the laser focus: 1—FST-LM including a double-spiral LC; 7—target accumulator and system for
target transport under gravity to the rotating drum; 3—HTSC-Sabot feeder; 2—a set of the HTSC-Sabots;
3—HTSC-Sabot feeder; 4—extruder of solid D2 cylinder (protective cover production); 5—heater to
cut the cover from D2 cylinder; 6—electromagnetic pusher; 7—rotating drum; 8—field coil for the
FST-projectile transport to the starting point of the acceleration system.

3.3. Noncontact Delivery System

Our near-term goal is to reduce the acceleration length (~5 m) of the linear accelerator by using
a circular PMG of 0.5 m in outer diameter (OD) in the HTSC magnetic levitation (maglev) transport
system. This HTSC-maglev is intended for the high target velocity applications, target trajectory
correction, and creation of a precise injector.

First, experiments with an acceleration length ~31.5 cm (corresponding to one full turn of a median
circle) were made to demonstrate this approach on laboratory scale tests. Figure 8 shows the process
of HTSC-Sabot moving at T = 80 K over the circular PMG-system under an electromagnetic driving
pulse. The HTSC-Sabot is the same as in the experiments with the linear accelerator (Figure 5b). It is a
hollow parallelepiped with dimensions: width 4 mm, height 4 mm, and length 24 mm, which made
from the Gd123-tapes with a thickness of 0.3 mm. The HTSC-Sabot mass is 0.2 g. The PMG-system is a
neodymium magnet with OD = 10 cm and thickness 5 mm. The internal diameter (ID) is 5 cm. This
disc magnet is placed in a ferromagnetic housing open from above (housing thickness 1 mm). Such a
configuration allows achieving the desired magnetic field profile over the PMG-system (Figure 8a).
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3.4. Physical Layout of the FST-TL

Currently, the main problems for target fabrication and injection are as follows:

• There are considered various target designs for direct drive IFE (e.g., compare CHGT-1 and
CHGT-2);

• For each target design, low cost methods of high rate target fabrication are needed;
• Targets must survive mechanical and thermal loads during injection;
• Noncontact options for target acceleration and repeatable injection are also needed.

A schematic of the FST-TL of repeatable operation satisfying the listed above requirements is
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Schematic of the FST- transmission line (TL) operation: 1—SC, 2—FST-LM, 3—extruder
for protective cover preparation, 4—FST-Projectile assembly module, 5—noncontact accelerator,
6—FST-Projectile separation module, 7—system for on-line target tracking and characterization, and
8—reaction chamber wall

Note that a scenario of the FST-TL operation in a batch mode has been shown on a reduced scale
for the targets under 2 mm in diameter:

• Fuel filling of a batch of 5-to-25 free-standing targets at one time (Pmax = 1000 atm at 300 K)
(Figure 1c);

• Fuel layering within the free-standing and line-moving targets using a single LC (Figure 1d), and
the cryogenic layer thickness was up to 100 µm (Figure 1b);

• Levitating HTSC-Sabot acceleration in the mutually normal magnetic fields (Figures 4 and 5b);
• Target injection into the test chamber at a rate of 0.1 Hz at 300 K (Figure 10) and at T = 4.2 K

(Figure 11a);
• Target tracking and characterization using the Fourier holography methods.

The last point is not a topic of this report. Therefore we only note the results that are important
for a general understanding of the problem of techniques integration into a target production line
capable of producing the required amount of the cryogenic targets. As shown in Reference [3], the
Fourier holography of the image recognition is a promising way for on-line characterization and
tracking of the flying targets. In such a scheme the recognition signal is maximal in case of an exact
match between the real and the etalon images; the operation rate is several µs. Achievements in the
Fourier target characterization embodied in creation of a simulation code developed as special software
“HOLOGRAM”. A set of computer experiments have shown that this approach allows to achieve
a high accuracy of 0.7 µm in the following operations: (1) recognition of the target imperfections in
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both low- & high- harmonics, (2) quality control of both a single target and a target batch, and (3)
simultaneous control of the injected target quality, its velocity and trajectory.
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4. FST-TL in the Single-Shot Laser Experiments

The FST-TL system shown in Figure 9 can also be used in the laser experiments on a single-shot
target irradiation. In this case, it is necessary to capture the injected target on a holder precisely located
in advance at the given point. We conducted a series of experiments on the target injection using
some different holders: tripod-holder, vacuum suspension on a glass capillary, hohlraum-like unit,
and PMG-holder.

In our experiments we have used the gravity injector mounted at the end of the FST-LM. This
injector covers a fairly small solid angle (about 150) which is no greater than the solid angle of any
diagnostic means in the reaction chamber. The target transport by injection is an excellent springboard
for overcoming a departure between two concepts: mounted and free-standing targets. Figure 10a
shows the relative position of the “injector—holder” couple for a multi-beam laser facility, as well
as the results of experimental modeling of the free-standing target assembly with the tripod-holder
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prearranged at a given point of the test chamber. A final adjustment of the target position relative
to the position of the laser focus is carried out using piezoelectric sensors mounted in the tripod
base. In Figure 10a, the following designations are accepted: 1—is the retractable cryogenic shroud
which must be removed just before the moment of the target irradiation by a laser, 2—output flange;
3—piezoelectric supports made of quartz; 4—nozzle for the target injection from the FST-LM; 5—shell
with fuel layer; 6—threads forming a tripod; 7—thread tensioner. The tripod-holder does not require
the use of glue for mounting the target, which increases the reliability of operation at cryogenic
temperatures and provides a minimum contact area between the target and the threads. The alignment
accuracy is +20 µm. The principle of the target alignment is based on the inverse piezoelectric effect
which realized by using three rectangular micro-supports made of quartz piezoelectric elements
located as shown in Figure 10a (item 3). At the output flange Figure 10a (item 2) there are electrical
contacts (not shown in the figure) through which a signal is applied to change the dimensions of
these piezoelectric elements. They are small in size and able to work at cryogenic temperatures with
a minimal heat loss. The target characterization is based on a backlight shadowgraphy which is a
widely used imaging technique. It can provide high contrast object images for a better understanding
of an object’s shape or size [33]. Specialized software is developed to automatically determine the
coordinates of the target and generate commands for correcting its position in real time. Figure 10b
shows the details of the injection process on the tripod-holder (1, 2, 3 are the frames before, during, and
after the shell injection). The experimental conditions are as follows: CH shell of 2 mm in diameter,
the chamber wall temperature is T = 300 K, the pressure inside it is 1 Torr, the holder is the tripod
made from three glass fibers (10 µm in diameter). Figure 10c shows the injection of a 300-µm diameter
glass shell under gravity from the nozzle of the FST-LM onto the top of a 90-µm diameter capillary
prearranged at a given point of the test chamber (here, the target is trapped by the vacuum mount
mechanism using this capillary): 1—schematic of the start shell position, 2–5—step-by-step experiment
with target injection and its trapping on the top of the capillary, 6—schematic of the final shell position,
7—nozzle, 8—capillary, 9—shell, and 10—restrictive ring used to reliably position the target on the
capillary (this ring is removed from the target irradiation area before the laser shot).

Some other options for the target injection and positioning are shown in Figure 11. A unique
feature of these experiments is the target injection at cryogenic temperatures. Experimentally, injection
can be carrying out in various ways: (1) directly to the TC with a free target positioning onto the TC
bottom (Figure 11a), (2) to a special cylindrical cavity imitating a hohlraum-like unit (Figure 11b), and
(3) to a circular PMG-holder, which is a promising way for non-contact manipulation and positioning
of the cryogenic targets (Figure 11c). In the latter case, for an active target guidance we used an
Y123-coated CH shell of 2 mm in diameter (Y123-layer thickness ~10 µm) and a disc magnet with OD
= 15 mm, ID = 6 mm, and thickness 5 mm. A ferromagnetic insert is located in the central hole of the
magnet. The magnetic field on the periphery of the disc magnet is about 0.3 T.

In the IFE research, these results attract a significant interest due to their potentials for development
of the HTSC-maglev suspension technologies and can be used for enhancement of the operating
efficiency of the injection process in the single-shot laser experiments.

5. Conclusions

In the direct-drive approach to IFE, the free-standing cryogenic targets of high gain design are
required for fueling a laser energy plant. The targets must be delivered to the chamber center with
a high accuracy and a high repetition rate. Because fusion reactions must occur approximately ten
times per second, the FST-TL becomes an integral part of any fusion reactor. The FST-TL consists of a
target production facility, target acceleration, and injection and tracking systems. Currently, target
production is in transition from one-of-a-kind to one million of high quality ignition targets per day.
Creation of the target delivery system based on noncontact positioning and transport of the cryogenic
targets represents one of the major tasks, as well. Therefore, in the frame of IAEA CRP F13016 [1,27], of
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particular concern is development of a conceptual design of FST-TL including a mass-manufacturing
of reactor-scaled targets and their noncontact delivery at the laser focus.

Achieving controlled thermonuclear ignition is one of the goals for IFE, and a target with the
isotropic fuel structure is a critical aspect of successfully reaching that goal. This indicates that currently
target fabrication technologies for IFE laser experiments are a challenge. A promising candidate is the
FST layering method—fast fuel layering inside moving free-standing targets—which is well suited
to economical mass production of IFE targets. The cost of the targets produced by the FST layering
method may be several orders of magnitude lower than for the traditional target fabrication capabilities
and technologies.

In this paper, high-gain direct-drive cryogenic targets using foam to support the D−T fuel were
analyzed. These are the shells of ~4 mm in diameter with a wall from compact and porous polymers.
The layer thickness is ~200 µm for pure solid fuel and ~250 µm for in-foam solid fuel. A credible path
to solve the issue is the FST layering method developed at the LPI. This method is unique and has no
analogs in the world. The computation showed that the layering time for such targets was τform <

23 s for D2 and τform < 30 s for D−T fuel, and they can be successfully fabricated by the FST-layering
method inside the n-fold LCs at n = 2, 3. So, fast fuel layering is a necessary condition for the producing
targets in the massive numbers and for obtaining fuel as isotropic ultrafine layers. Namely, isotropic
fuel structure supports the layer quality survivability under the target acceleration, injection, and
transport through the reactor chamber. For on-line characterization and tracking of the injected targets
it is planned to apply the method of coherent optics based on the Fourier holography.

Additionally, throughout this paper, the principle of innovative HTSC-maglev transport systems
are explored for the safe, stable and noncontact target delivery at the laser focus. We address this
question both by experimentally demonstrating such system performance and by calculating their
parameters. The HTSC levitation is based on the interaction between the magnet and the HTSC. Due to
unique characteristics, the HTSC materials have demonstrated tremendous potential for the noncontact
target transport.

Any maglev scheme has to address three basic properties: levitation, guidance, and acceleration.
The characteristics of the permanent magnets composing the guideway in the PMG-system are very
important in terms of levitation force and stability. We found that not always complicated magnet
arrangements bring significant improvements with respect to some simpler arrangements that also
provide large levitation force. In our study we use two simple magnet arrangements: linear and circular.
In the experiments with one-stage linear accelerator, the HTSC-Sabot from the second generation
tapes Gd123 gains a speed up to ~1 m/s which remains the same over a 22.5-cm magnetic track
(movement time is 0.22 s). The calculations have shown that, using the driving body from MgB2

superconducting cables as an HTSC-Sabot component, allows reaching the injection velocities of
200 m/s at 5-m-acceleration length without exceeding the established restrictions related to the target
acceleration (a = 400 g < 500 g). These velocities can be obtained by using a set of the field coils the
number of which is more than 100 pieces (multiple-stages accelerator). Besides, our experiments with
strongly pinned superconductors (HTSC-sabot) and permanent magnets in the PMG-system display
high stability of the levitation and acceleration processes. This is directly related to the safe operation
and design of the whole delivery system.

Recent results obtained at the LPI may help improving the actual design of HTSC-maglev
accelerators. Significant reduction of the accelerator dimensions and the number of the field coils
can be obtained in a circular accelerator, in which only several field coils are arranged in a circle in
the PMG-system. In such geometry, the HTSC-sabot will move along a practically constant circular
orbit in pulsed, repetitively cycled mode and will gradually gain the required velocity. The LPI is
currently making major efforts to create such accelerator to reach the injection velocities in the range of
200–400 m/s with a constant PMG dimension and a constant number of the field coils. This is a novel
way to enhance the performance of target accelerators through HTSC guiding technology.
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Thus, a unique scientific, engineering and technological base developed at the LPI allows creating
a FST-TL prototype for mass targets production with the ultrafine fuel structure and their noncontact
delivery at the laser focus. Such targets for application to high repetition rate laser facilities allow one
to test the reactor-scaled technologies and to run a pioneering research of laser direct drive using, for
the first time, the isotropic hydrogen fuel in the target compression experiments, including a possibility
to apply the FST-TL for single-shot laser experiments for achieving the laboratory-based ignition.
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